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3rd grade 
 
NAME: ________________________________________________ DATE: _______ /_______ / ______  List #_______  
DAY T E S T      A N D     O B J E C T I V E S  PAGES 

TU
ES

D
A

Y 
12

th
   

  

READING COMPREHENSION 
Students will: 
 Identify the characters, setting and parts of the story. 

 Find main idea and details 

 Describe events that will happen 
 

MATH QUIZ           

Students will solve additions and subtractions with operations and problems. 
Solve multiplication problems 

 
Unit 2 
 
 
Guide, 
notebook and math 

book 

W
ED

N
ES

D
A

Y 
13

th
   LANGUAGE TEST 

Students will: 

 Identify Common and Proper Nouns 

 Identify Singular and Plural Nouns 

 Identify Irregular Plural Nouns 
Identify Singular and Plural Possessive Nouns  
 

Unit 2 
and  
 
guide 
 

TH
U

R
SD

A
Y 

  1
4th

   SCIENCE TEST                           

Students will: 

 Identify an ecosystem and its parts 

 Identify producers and consumers 

 Identify carnivores, herbivores and decomposers 
Label elements in a food chain 

 
Unit 2:  
lessons 1, 2,3 
and  
guide 

 
 
 
 

FR
ID

A
Y 

 1
5th

  

COMPOSITION TEST 
Students will: 

 Write a friendly letter 

 Identify the elements of a friendly letter 

 
VOCABULARY TEST 

 Students will use the meanings of the words to complete sentences. 

 Match the word with its meaning. 

 

Unit 2 
and  
 
guide 
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Reading Guide 

I. Read the story and answer the questions that follow each one. 

A Day at the Beach Story 

By: Judie Eberhardt 

It was early summer, and the weather was really hot. Tyler’s mom had told him that on 

Saturday they would be going to the beach. Tyler was excited. He couldn’t wait to practice his 

swimming skills he learned at the local pool during the spring. Dad had to work, so he was not 

going to be able to go along.  

The drive to the beach was only an hour, but to Tyler it seemed forever. Mom said they 

would spend the day swimming, and the big treat of eating dinner in a restaurant would end 

their busy day.  

They finally arrived at the beach. Tyler helped his mom unload the beach blankets, his sand 

toys, and some snacks. “The waves look really high!” Tyler said to his Mom. Mom found a good 

spot on the sand that was close to the water and put the blankets down and set up some chairs. 

Sitting close by them was a boy about Tyler’s age. He came over and said his name was Gary and 

asked Tyler if he wanted to build a sand castle with him. “Sure,” said Tyler. His mom began 

talking to Tyler’s mom about school, work, and things moms usually talk about.  

The boys built a great sand castle. They decided to head for the water. “Be careful,” 

shouted Gary’s mother. “We will,” Gary shouted back. The boys were running in and out of the 

water and jumping through the waves laughing. They were having a great time. Suddenly, they 

ran to jump in a big wave, but Tyler couldn’t find Gary. Tyler looked around and finally saw him 

waving his hands yelling for help. Tyler sprang into action and remembered the lifesaving skills 

he learned during his swimming class at the local pool. I’ve got to get to Gary, thought Tyler. 

Tyler swam to where Gary was and put his arm around him and told him to hold on tight. Just 

then the lifeguard spotted them. He rushed to the water and took over. He was able to get 

Gary from Tyler and bring him safely back to shore. Gary’s Mom was so scared, but she realized 

if it hadn’t been for Tyler’s quick action, Gary may have drowned.  

Gary and his mom thanked Tyler for his fast thinking and great swimming skills. That night 

Gary’s mom invited Tyler and his mom to go to dinner with them. “It’s my thank you treat,” said 

Gary’s mom. Not only did the boys become friends, but their moms did as well! 
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1. Who was going to the beach with Tyler?  

a. His dad  

b. His cousin  

c. His brother  

d. His mom  

2. How long was the drive to the beach?  

a. One hour  

b. Two hours  

c. Fifteen minutes  

d. None of the above  

3. What did Tyler unload from the car?  

a. Beach blankets, sand toys, and snacks  

b. Beach blankets, umbrella, and sunscreen  

c. Towels, sunglasses, and sand toys  

d. Chairs, a radio, and magazines  

4. Why didn’t Tyler’s Dad go to the beach?  

a. He had to work on Saturday. 

b. He had to get the car fixed.  

c.  He doesn’t like the beach.  

d. He was playing golf.  

5. How would you describe Gary’s mom when Gary was yelling in the water?  

a. Mad  

b. Sad  

c. Proud  

d. Scared 
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6. In your own words, explain what the story is about. 

_______________________________________________________________________

_______________________________________________________________ 

___________________________________________________________________ 

 

7. What do you think happens next in the story? 

_______________________________________________________________________

_______________________________________________________________________

_______________________________________________________________________ 

 

 

8. Make a drawing representing your favorite part of the story. Write to describe it. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

_________________________________________________________ 

__________________________________________________________  
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Science Guide 

I. Write the definitions for the following words 
 

1. ecosystem: __________________________________________________________ 

_______________________________________________________________________ 

2. habitat: ____________________________________________________________ 

_______________________________________________________________________ 

3. population: ___________________________________________________________ 

_______________________________________________________________________ 

4. carnivores (give examples): _____________________________________________ 

_______________________________________________________________________ 

5. herbivores (give examples): _____________________________________________ 

_______________________________________________________________________ 

6. decomposers (give examples) : ___________________________________________ 

_______________________________________________________________________ 

7. producers (give examples): _____________________________________________ 

_______________________________________________________________________ 

8. consumers (give examples): _____________________________________________ 

_______________________________________________________________________ 
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II. Draw a food chain and name the animals and plants. Remember to label producers and 

consumers too. 

 

 

III. Describe how a fire in a forest can make it change. 

 

_______________________________________________________________________

_______________________________________________________________________

_______________________________________________________________________ 
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Vocabulary Guide 

Connect the words with the definitions. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

I. Write the definition of each word 

1. iguana: ________________________________________________________ 

2. trophies: _______________________________________________________ 

3. shoelaces: ______________________________________________________ 

4. butterflies: _____________________________________________________ 

5. crops: _________________________________________________________ 

6. clever: ________________________________________________________ 

7. twigs: _________________________________________________________ 

8. hunters: _______________________________________________________ 

9. hatch: _________________________________________________________ 

10. preen: _________________________________________________________ 

adorable goo enormous frozen wealth 

a sticky or 

messy 

substance 

riches; many 

valuable 

possessions; 

property 

very, very 

large; huge 

attractive; 

delightful 

hardened with 

cold; turned 

into ice 
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MATH GUIDE 

 
I. Write a sentence to answer each word problem. Do the operations in your 

notebook. 

 

1. Toby has a 45 colored pages, he gives 5 to his brother and 10 to his sister. How many 

pages he has left? 

_______________________________________________________________________________ 

 

2. In one hour, a dentist saw four patients. He spent the same amount of time with each 

patient. How long did the dentist spend with each patient? 

_______________________________________________________________________________ 

 

3. Cinderella left the ball at midnight. If she arrived at 10 o'clock in the evening, how long 

did she spend at the ball? 

_______________________________________________________________________________ 

 

4. Today is Monday. Four days ago it was Calvin's birthday. On what day was Calvin's 

birthday? 

_______________________________________________________________________________ 

 

II.  Write the time that appears in the clock with numbers and letters.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

________________________               ________________________              _______________________ 

________________________               ________________________              _______________________ 

 

III. Answer the following operations. 

 

1. 5x3= _______      2.  3x4= ________    3. 4x6= ________     4. 2x8= ________     5. 5x5= ______ 

 

6. 3x8= _______      7.  4x4= ________    8. 5x8= ________     9. 2x2= ________     10. 5x7= ______ 
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IV. Solve the following operations. 

 

11. 2345 +             12.  3856 +         13. 1349 +          14.   4367 +         15.   5324 + 

      1356                       2424                    845                       532                     3346 

____________            ___________       ___________        ___________        __________ 

 

 

 

 

 

 

16. 4625 -          17.   5316 -         18.  2765 -         19.  4367 -            20.   6347 - 

      2312                    1305                  2673                   3258                      5236 

 ___________         __________       __________        ___________          ____________ 
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COMPOSITION GUIDE 

 
I. Write a friendly letter to your best friend. Don´t forget about the key features for a 

letter. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

II. Choose a product and make an advertisement for it. Remember it must be 

attractive to people.  
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LANGUAGE STUDY GUIDE 

 

PROPER AND COMMON NOUNS. Read  the sentence, write C if the underline word is a common noun and P if the 

underline word is a proper noun. 

1.-_____ A park in Hermosillo is called “La Sauceda”. 

2.- _____ Lions do not come from the United States. 

3.- _____Karla went to Disneyland on Independence Day. 

4.- _____ Horses are popular in circus attractions. 

5.- _____ You can see monkeys at all the zoos. 

 

 

SINGULAR AND PLURAL NOUNS. Write the plural form to each noun. 

6.- wife ________________ 

7.-car________________ 

8.-community________________ 

9-bus________________ 

10.-elf________________ 

11.-boy________________ 

12.-pencil________________ 

13.-body_______________ 

14.-child______________ 

15.-deer_______________ 

16.- foot________________ 

22.-give ________________ 

23.-pull ________________ 

24.-fast ________________ 

25.- wet ______________ 
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Directions  Write S if the underlined noun is singular. Write P if the underlined noun is plural. 

1. Some children collect pets. 

2. Carrie has four mice. 

3. She has a pet goose in her yard. 

4. Carrie wants some woolly sheep. 

5. She even wants a deer. 

 
Directions  Underline the singular nouns and circle the plural nouns in the sentences. 

6. The children told the woman about their problem. 

7. They could not rake all the leaves on the playground. 

8. They could not run fast with leaves under their feet. 

9. Some men brought machines to school. 

10. 10. The woman and the men solved the problem together. 

 

POSESIVE NOUNS. Write the possessive form of the underlined noun in each sentence. 

26.- Karla mother was sick the last week.____________________ 

27.- The sun heat makes the man warm. ____________________ 

28.- She pulls up his coat collar. ____________________ 

29.- The bear wanted the hare corn. ____________________ 

30.- I´m using Waldo jacket. ____________________ 

 

 


